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	Essay: 	When I was a sophomore in high school, I didn’t exude confidence. At 5’ 5” and under 120 pounds, a more appropriate description might have been “small.” Sometimes I let that smallness define me, while my ambition burned, hidden, deep inside. In the spring of my sophomore year, I applied to the Alaska Youth for Environmental Action. AYEA (pronounced Ay-Yuh) is an organization devoted to helping young people find their voice. AYEA empowered me to pursue a career in politics and allows me to empower youth from across Alaska.
	When I signed up for my first AYEA conference, I had no idea what I was getting into. I flew into Juneau late at night for AYEA’s Civics and Conservation Summit, a mashup of advocacy training and lobbying meetings with state legislators. When I stepped off my redeye flight I was scared, and feeling small, but that all changed when I met Esau. Esau, from the village of Shishmaref, was the perfect mix of kind, clever, and funny that made me feel right at home. He nick-named me “the accountant” because of my ill-advised gelled-back hairstyle. I quickly realized that the nickname was fitting because I discovered that I loved the statistical and analytical side of government. With Esau’s help, I became confident enough to lead our meeting with Lieutenant Governor Byron Mallott and to explore my newfound interest in advocacy. I left Juneau with a passion for politics and a debt of gratitude to AYEA and Esau.
	I’ve tried to repay that debt to AYEA by returning to Juneau two times as a Youth Trainer. In this role, I’ve led trainings on topics ranging from public speaking to the fiscal crisis. While I love presenting on the budget as much as anyone, my favorite part about being a Trainer is doing for others what Esau did for me. At the most recent summit I met Sierra. Sierra told me at one point that she didn’t think she’d ever understand politics. I told her that her question-asking and genuine curiosity demonstrated to me that she would come to understand politics better than anyone. I loved teaching and training Sierra, and by the third day she was confident enough to tell a personal story during our meeting with Governor Bill Walker. When the Summit ended, I knew that Sierra would be back to empower others. 
	After being a Youth Trainer, I was struck with a revelation. Empowerment is not an exchange or a gift from one person to another. To empower someone is to help them realize that nothing can cage their ambition, that all they need is themselves and belief. Empowerment is the act of giving someone the power they already have. I’m forever grateful to AYEA for teaching me how it feels to be empowered and to empower others.
	To this day, I don’t always exude confidence. From imposter syndrome to plain-old self-doubt, sometimes feeling small gets the better of me. AYEA’s empowerment wasn’t a miracle cure for my insecurities. Rather, AYEA gave me outlets for the ambition that I’ve always had. Because of AYEA, I will be pursuing degreess in Public Policy and Environmental studies at the University of Chicago. AYEA forced me to realize that I can do big things, whether that means publishing op-eds or meeting with the Governor. Even more importantly, it instilled in me the knowledge that I can empower others. Knowing that I have power is a great feeling, but passing that on is the best feeling in the world.



